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Cultural Relics Unearthed During the Great
Cultural Revolution (Vol. I)
Photo Album in Chinese

Edited by the Group in Charge of the Exhibition of Cultural Relics

A large number of valuable historical relics were unearthed In
various places in China during the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolu
tion. In line with Chairman Mao's principle of "making the past
serve the present", an exhibition was held at the Palace Museum in
Peking for mass education in historical materialism and review of
new achievements in archaeological excavation and protection of
cultural relics.

This album contains photographs of historical relics from late
primitive society to the Ming dynasty, numbering approximately 260
pieces, selected from those found in Hopei, Hunan, Shensi, Hupeh,
Honan, Anhwei, Shantung and Shansi Provinces, the Sinkiang Uighur
Autonomous Region and Peking. With 34 coloured plates and ex
planations in Chinese.

He luxe ' edition Z< X M «»

Jade suit (male) sewn with gold thread. Western
Han dynasty. Unearthed at Mancheng, Hopei

Province



Silver pot with gold figure of prancing horse. Tang
dynasty. Unearthed at Sian, Shensi Province
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Carved openwork: sil
ver ball for heating
over brazier. Tang
dynasty. Unearthed at
Sian, Shensi Province

(lower photo) Ball
taken apart
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85E-116

Historical Relics Unearthed In New China
published by the Foreign Languages Press, Peking

China has a long history and very early civilization. Ever since
the founding of New China, the Party and government have paid great
attention to the work of excavating and preserving antiquities, and

many things have come to light. Presented here is a collection of
historical relics from primitive society to the Ming Dynasty, uneatdied
in New China.

There are 200 illustrations (92 in colour), arranged chronologically.

222 pAges ^ X 2^ cm

Linen cover xeUb coloured plastic jacket and box

Chinese edition with separate list of explanations in Englisbt French, German,

Japanese, Korean, Spanish ct Vietnamese.

(1) S(7Ktl)

Pottery Kuei (water pitchers). Neolithic Age
(c.10,000-4,000 B.C.) Unearthed at Weifang,

Shantung Province

(2)

ti
(-^71:011206—ii^7n24^^ )

Gilded bronze figurine with "eternal fidelity" lamp,
from Tou Wan's tomb (Tou Wan — wife of Liu
Sheng, Prince Ching of Chungshan of the Western
Han dynasty, 206 B.C. — A.D. 24). Unearthed at

Mancheng, Hopei Province

(3)

# ( <2i-7t618—907=^ )

.Three-colour glazed camel. Tang dynasty (618 —
907) Unearthed at Loyang, Honan Province

(4) m

n (^TCBuieiS^g-^Trmriiiirffi )

Bronze Cbia (wine vessel). Shang dynasty (c. i6th
— nth centuries B.C.) Unearthed at Anyang,

Honan Province
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84-J44

The Silk Road

(Fabrics from the Han Dynasty to the Tang Dynasty)

Photo Album in Chinese

Edited by the Museum of the Sinkiang Uighur Autonomous Region and

the Group in Charge of the Exhibition of Cultural Relics

This album contains photographic reproductions in colour of 66

selected pieces of silk and other fabrics, dating from the Han to the

Tang dynasty (c.206 B.C. to A.D. 907), unearthed in the Sinkiang

Uighur Autonomous Region and Kansu Province. It provides valuable,

substantive material testifying to the high artistry and craftsmanship in

the manufacture of silk and other textiles by the Chinese labouring

people in ancient times. These textiles played a positive role in pro

moting trade and cultural exchange between China and other countries.

The Silk Road is of important historical and scientific vallie to

people interested in ancient Chinese textile technology, its designs and

patterns, and in early cultural contacts between China and the West.

de iujrg edilion colour pUtec

Brocade socks "prolonging life and benefitting after
generations". Eastern Han dynasty



itm

Brocade with tree design. Northern dynasties

Green gauze with
"hunting" design (sec
tion). Tang dynasty

Brocade with designs of "pearls and twin chicks".
Tang dynasty
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84-364

Selected Handicrafts from the Collections of the Palace

Museum

Edited by the Polace Museum

Presented in this album ate photographic reproductions of Chinese

handicrafts from ancient Shang (c. 1600-1100 B.C.) to the Ming and
Ching dynasties (c. 1400-1900), selected from the collections in the.

Palace Museum, Peking. They include jades, stoneware, lacquers, gold

and silver articles, enamelware, ivory, bamboo articles, wood carvings,

etc., totalling one hundred pieces. Besides displaying the tremendous

creative ability of the Chinese working people, these handicrafts also

divulge bygone reactionary rulers' licentious squander of the wealth

they extorted from the people by means of their feudal privileges. A

revealing sidelight cast by the objects is the inevitable doom of the

reactionary feudal rulers.

All the photographs ace reproduced in colour on art paper. Text

includes a foreword, a list of plates and special accounts of 40 rep
resentative pieces. Explanations in Chinese, English and Japanese.

tie luxe edition tei/b brocade cover 2i-i X i6
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(^)
Yellow jade pendant in the shape of an eagle preying

on a human head. Shang dynasty

'hum (^)

(PfJ. mmw:)

Hsiao Hu Lei (fiddle). With inscription by Han
Huang. Tang dynasty



(tc)

(Pff.

Carved ted lacquerplate with gardetiia-flower design.
With view of bottomand inscription by Chang Cheng

the maker. Yuan dynasty

(fS, 1788;^)

Nephrite hill carved witha scene ofTa Yu harnessing
a river. With close-up (below). Ching dynasty
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84-357

Silk Painting from a Chu Tomb in Changsha
Edited by the Culturol Relics Press

This silk painting is a rare work of art discovered in May 1973 in
an ancient tomb of the State of Chu {c. 475-221 B.C.) at Tsetanku in

the southern suburbs of Changsha. A product of the mid Warring

States Period, it is roughly contemporaneous with the silk scroll of

the late Chou dynasty that was unearthed some years ago, but shows
a more mature artistic skill than the latter. The parts of the human

body in the painting are accurately proportioned. Single, flowing
brushstrokes are used to delineate the figures, to which pastel shades
ate then applied. It is one of the earliest examples of this type of
painting sofar discovered and provides exceedingly useful material for
the study of the fine arts of the Warring States Period.

With explanations in Chinese, Japanese, English and French.

ioxed Z7 X 34 cm. Harnessing a dragon. Mid Warring States Period
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(left to right) Coffin with coloured designs on dark
background; coffin with coloured designs on red

background; innermost coffin draped with silk



84-J58

The Han Tomb No. 1 at Mawangtui, Changsha (Vols. I-II)

Edited by the Museum of Hunan Province ond the Institute of Archaeology.
Academia Sinica

The Han Tomb No. i at Mawangtui, Changsha, is a well-preserved
tomb of large size with a wooden sepulchral chamber and multiple
wooden coffins. The corpse is that of a woman, which was discovered
in remarkably good condition, showing no signs of decay. A study of
the relics unearthed has established that the tomb belonged to a
family member of a certain Marquis of Tai who lived in the early
Western Han dynasty, during the reigns of Emperors Hui-ti and Wen-ti
(194-156 B.C.). A rich and varied collection of burial objects of ex
quisite workmanship, totalling over a thousand pieces, have been
brought to light, most of which are still intact.

This book Is the official report on the excavation of the tomb.
On the basis of the complete process of the excavation, the results of
scientific investigations, and pertinent records in historical documents,
it has recorded, described and authenticated in detail the structure of
the tomb chamber and coffins, the state of presetvation and patholog
ical manifestations of the corpse, the various objects unearthed (which
included silk paintings, textiles, lacquers, wood and bamboo articles,
pottery, musical instruments, wood figurines, inscribed bamboo slips,
carvings, grain and other foodstuffs, etc.), as well as the various
phenomena observed in the course of the excavation. It has further
made a preliminary appraisal of the significance of this archaeological
discovery.

The book is published in two volumes, the first of which contains
the 166-page text report with 114 illustrations. The second contains 244
pages of pictures, totalling 292, reproduced by coloured offset or
monochrome.. The discovery and excavation of this ancient tomb is
an important achievement in Chinese archaeology and one that has
aroused great interest in international circles. The publication of this
book provides a valuable work of reference to the study ofarchaeology,
history, the history of fine art and handicrafts, the history of science
and technology, and other related branches of learning.

With an Englisb abstract de tuxa binding 26 X SI "n.

Coloured painting on silk
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Watching birds and catching cicadas
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Murals from the Tomb of Li Hsien of the Tang Dynasty
(tentative title)

Edited by the Museum of Shensi Province

The murals reproduced in this album are from the tomb of Li.
Hsien, second son of Emperor Kao-tsung and Empress Wu Tse-tien
of the Tang dynasty. He died in A.D. 684, was posthumously award
ed the title of Prince Chang-huai in A.D. 711, and subsequently tein-
terred with his wife in one of the attendant tombs in the Chienling
Mausoleum of Empress Wu Tse-tien.

His tomb was unearthed in 1971 and with it a wealth of splendid
mural paintings were brought to light. They covered the walls of the
entrance passage, the archways at the bottom of the air shafts, the
front and rear raised passages, and the outer and inner tomb cham
bers. A collection so numerous, so rich in content, and in such resplen
dent colours has rarely been found in any of the other Tang tombs so
fat excavated. Its discovery is therefore an important addition to

archaeological treasures
and furnishes substan-
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The look-out tower

Murals from the Tomb of Li Chung-jun of the Tang Dynasty

(tentative title)

Edited by the Museum •( Shensi Province

Collected in this album are murals from the tomb of Li Chung-
jun, eldest son of Emperor Chung-tsung of the Tang dynasty. He
died in A.D. 701, was posthumously awarded the title of Prince Yi-
ceh, and buried in one of the attendant tombs in the Chienling Mauso
leum. Excavated in 1971, this spacious tomb with its dazzling array
of murals resembles more an underground fresco museum. It contains
a rare collection of wall paintings of immense size, disposed in strict
order, which provide important data for the study of the history and
cultural relics of the Tang dynasty, and of its imperial rites and burial
system.

Forty murals, reproduced in colour, have been selected for this
album, which includes also a research paper as study, teaching or ref
erence material for historians and art workers. With explanations in
English.
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Murals from the Tombs of Li Hsien and Li Chung-j'un of the
Tang Dynasty

(tentative title)

A collection of 90 coloured prints, mounted on pasteboard, se
lected from the two albums "Murals from the Tomb of Li Hsien of the

Tang Dynasty" and "Murals from the Tomb of Li Chung-jun of the
Tang Dynasty". With English explanations.

brocade cover ifXli cm.

Playing ball (painting oo west wall of entrance pas-
•sage in Li Hsien's tomb)

I
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84-566

Murals of the Hgn and Tang Dynasties

Published by the Foreign Languages Press, Peking

This is a selection of murals in thirteen tombs of members of

feudal imperial households and court officials from late Western Han
to Tang (ist century B.C to A.D. 8th century), excavated since the
founding of new China, especially since the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution began. In the main, these describe the extravagant life of
the feudal rulers and the struggle for producdon of the working peo
ple, and reveal the class contradictions of the feudal society of the
Han and Tang dynasties. The highly varied content and rich colours
also reflect the fine skill of the painters and the level of development
of the art at that time, providing valuable materiab for the study of
the painting art of the Han and Tang periods.

96 pictures, with 40 in colour

zS^iM cm. tlotb
Cbinese edition witb seporate list of axplonatiom in BrsiUtb, Prancb or fapanese

Ploughing with oxen (c. ist century). Mural in
an Eastern Han tomb at Finglu County,

Shansi Province
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Keeper of the Records (c. 2nd century).
Mural in the Eastern Han Tomb No. i at

Wangtu, Hopel Province
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( MSi5 ) (^^Xl45—220^)

Pageant of songs and dances (section) (c.
145-220). Mural in an Eastern Han tomb at

Holingol, Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region
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Feasting (c. ist century B.C.). Mural io a Western
Han tomb at Loyang, Honan Province
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(^•^7t:220—316^)
Brick paintings jn tombs of the Wei and Chin
dynasties at Chiayukuan, Kansu Province (c. 220-316)
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ploughing

(2) 15

Animal husbandry
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Hunting (A.D. 630). Mural in the tomb of
Li Shou of the Tang dynasty. Sanyuan,

Shensi Province
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POSTCARDS

87E-206

Cultural Relics Unearthed In the People's Republic of China

The relics shown on these postcatds include a clay basin of the New
Stone Age (c. 40th century B.C.), artifacts of the Shang and Chou dynasties
(c. i2th—9th century B.C.), and cultural objects of the Han, Tang, Sung and
Yuan dynasties (2nd —14th century).

A set of to postcards in colour Captions in Chinese and English

87E-190

Cultural Relics Unearthed in China (2)

Published by the Foreign Languages Press, Peking

Since the founding of the People's Republic of China, Chinese archaeologists
and museum workers with the assistance of the broad masses of workers,

peasants and soldiers have excavated many ancient sites and tombs, discovering
a wealth of valuable cultural relics. These objects, reflecting the rich imagina
tive power and high artistic skill of the Chinese labouring people in ages
past, are of important scientific value to the study of Chinese history and
culture. A few of these finds are shown in the illustrations on these postcards.

. A set of 12 postcards in colour

Captions in Arabic, English, French, German, Japanese, Korean, Rumanian,

Russian, Spanish, Tamil, Urdu, Vietnamese or Esperanto

87CEF-200

The Ancient Buildings of Tatung

This set of postcards shows some of the ancient structures of Tatung in
China's Shansi Province. The subjects included are the caves of Yunkang of
the Northern Wei Dynasty (A.D. 586-534), the Lower Hua-yen Monastery of
Liao (916-1125), the Upper Hua-yen Monastery of Kin (1115-1234) and the Nine-
Dragon Screen of Ming (1568-1644).

These coloured pictures will give the reader a general impression of
ancient architecture in the Tatung area of China.

A set of so postcards in colour

Captions in Chinese, English and French

87CEF-201

Sculpture of Liao Dynasty

— Lower Hua-yen Monastery, Tatung

Presented here are specimens of Liao Dynasty sculpture which haye been
preserved in the old Lower Hua-yen Monastery at Tatung in Shansi Province,
China. Lifelike in proportions and detail, these relics dating back nearly a
thousand years are rare objects of ancient Chinese art.

The present set of pictures, printed for the first time in colour and includ
ing a number of fine close-ups, gives a general idea of Liao Dynasty sculpture.

A Jet of 10 postcards in colour

Captions in Chinese, English and French

87CEF-I97

The Former Imperial Palaces (Set II)

The Former Imperial Palaces is a series of picture postcards showing the
imperial palaces of the Ming and Ching dynasties in feudal times in Peking.
There are three sets: I showing the buildings themselves, n with views of
accessories, and IH showing interior decorations.

The present set n shows accessories to the buildings, i.e. various ornamental
objects, including a sun-dial, an ancient standard measure, the Nine-Dragon
Screen, and a bronze lion, crane, tortoise, elephant, unicorn and censer.

A set of 12 postcards in colour

Captions in Chinese, English and French
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IIE-1262

New Archaeological Finds in China

Published by the Foreign Languages Press, Peking

During the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, China's archae

ological workers, guided by Chairman Mao's revolutionary line and

supported and assisted by the broad worker, peasant and soldier masses,
have done a great deal of work in preserving and excavating cultural
objects. They have unearthed and classified many historical sites and
tombs, and discovered a great number of valuable relics dating from
2,000 years B.C. to the Ming Dynasty in the 17th century. Among the
relics are many new, or rarely seen, finds important in the scientific
study and understanding of the political, economic, cultural and mili
tary aspects of different dynasties in Chinese history, as well as of the
friendly intercourse that existed between China and other lands.

This book describes some of the excavations and the cultural

objects unearthed during the Cultural Revolution.

72 pages tS.s'X.iJ ff*- paper

84E-554

Chinese Arts and Crafts

Published by the Light Industry Publishing House
•nd the Foreign Languages Press, Peking

With their long history and exquisite technique,

Chinese arts and crafts stand as a gem in the treasure house

of China's national culture and art. Under the guidance of

Chairman Mao's policies of "making the past serve the

present and foreign things serve China" and "letting

a hundred flowers blossom; weeding through the old

to bring forth the new," these age-old arts not only

inherit from fine traditional techniques but give them new

life, so that China's arts and crafts now flourish in great

variety.

The album Chinese Arts and Crafts contains 222

photographs of works produced in China in the last few
years. They are classified into seven groups: sculpture and
carving; pottery and porcelain; textiles, embroidery and
lace; lacquer; cloisonne and metalwork; basketry; others.

Varied in motif, all praise the great victories of China's
socialist revolution and construction, portray the heroic

figures of workers, peasants and soldiers, present the new
in the land of China, and express the revolutionary unity

of China's various nationalities and the militant friendship

of the world's people. After some changes and raising of
standards, not a few works on traditional themes have
emerged fresh and new to depict the fighting spirit of
working people in different historical periods against
feudal oppression. Likenesses of some of China's ancient
scientists and inventors appear among the items. Others
ate of natural scenes which carry a new significance and

reflect the vitality and beauty of the socialist era.

With explanations in English.

u6 pages 2j X de luxe edition
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